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	Textbook surgical education usually follows a predictable format involving fairly
	in-depth descriptions of various pathologic conditions including etiology, pathophysiology,
	symptomatology, diagnostic procedures, conservative management, and
	surgical treatment. Although there is variation in the emphasis different books place
	on each of these areas, the reader is obliged to absorb a plethora of information
	and add it to his or her knowledge base by rote retention. Trying to assimilate large
	amounts of clinically relevant information from these texts is confusing and difficult
	for all of us who are not blessed with photographic memories.


	In the MasterCases text Hand and Wrist Surgery, Kevin Plancher and his superb
	authors are to congratulated for breaking the mold and providing an amazingly comprehensive
	series of concise discussions of 90 different clinical conditions affecting the
	hand and wrist. Each begins with a short history and clinical presentation of a clinical
	case that will be used to guide the diagnostic and treatment sequence that will be used
	to illustrate the management of a specific condition. The authors then proceed with
	the physical examination, diagnostic studies, differential diagnoses, diagnosis, nonsurgical
	management, and surgical treatment with clear, thorough and well illustrated
	descriptions of the technique that they favor. Alternative treatment methods are included
	as are post-operative management and possible complications. Helpful “pearls”
	and “pitfalls” are included in the margin of each case. All case discussions are concise
	and relevant without superfluous and confusing verbage.


	The educational impact of this unique approach is considerable. With the clinical
	case in mind, the reader can easily follow the ensuing sequence of diagnostic and treatment
	considerations as if it were a patient under their own care. Unquestionably, the
	overall appreciation of that particular condition and the cerebral retention of important
	clinical information will be greater using this “user friendly” format. Dr. Plancher’s
	simplified format makes the learning pleasurable and enhances one’s ability to study
	many different conditions at one setting without confusing material between different
	conditions as is so easily done in more conventional surgical books.


	Kevin Plancher and his excellent complement of authors are to be congratulated
	for providing a superb text that will serve as examination preparation equally well.
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Hermit Crab: Your Happy Healthy PetHowell Book House, 2006

	The authoritative information and advice you need, illustrated throughout with full-color photographs.

	

	Hermit crabs are social creatures, so most owners have several. They're easy to care for and fascinating to watch as they grow, molt, climb, dig, burrow, and crawl. They "adopt" shells that they carry on their...
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Life Cycle of Clusters in Designing Smart Specialization Policies (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	This book investigates cluster-life-cycle (CLC) analysis to inform the entrepreneurial discovery process (EDP), in order to support the effectiveness of the smart specialization strategy (S3). It focuses on the evolutionary analysis of clusters’ development stages (emergence, development, maturity, decline/transformation), highlighting how...
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Nanocomputers and Swarm IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
“We need men who can dream of things that never were.” It is this sentence spoken by John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963 which has undoubtedly influenced my industrial career. Whether it be everyday electronics for the general public, or the components industry or even the world of video and imagery, the technological innovations which...
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Sas R 9.1.3 OLAP Server: MDX GuideSAS Institute, 2004
Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) is a powerful syntax that enables you to query multidimensional objects and provide commands that retrieve and manipulate multidimensional data from those objects. MDX is designed to ease the process of accessing data from multiple dimensions. It addresses the conceptual differences between two-dimensional and...
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The Manager's Guide to Web Application Security: A Concise Guide to the Weaker Side of the WebApress, 2014

	The Manager's Guide to Web Application Security is a concise, information-packed guide to application security risks every organization faces, written in plain language, with guidance on how to deal with those issues quickly and effectively. Often, security vulnerabilities are difficult to understand and quantify because they are...
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Sensitivity Analysis for Neural Networks (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2010
Artificial neural networks are used to model systems that receive inputs and produce outputs. The relationships between the inputs and outputs and the representation parameters are critical issues in the design of related engineering systems, and sensitivity analysis concerns methods for analyzing these relationships. Perturbations of neural...
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